
V— DISCUSSIONS.

ANALYSIS OF CATEGORICAL PROPOSITIONS.

I ASK leave to return very briefly to this topio, in order to answer
some remarks in a Note by Dr. Bosanqnet in MIND for January,
1914.

Dr. Bosanquet's Note may be divided into two parts:—
(1) A consideration of the relation between my view of the

analysis of Categoricals and Mr. Bradley's view.
(2) A statement and evaluation of my view.

Dr. Bosanquet's position here may almost be summed up by
saying that in his opinion I have put forward a view which is
really Mr. Bradley's (totidem verbis), while at the same time Mr.
Bradley's view is right and mine is wrong. That is, mine is
wrong unless restricted to a special class of cases. (This is
where the ' restriction' of which Dr. Bosanquet speaks, comes
in.) The two issues (1) and (2) are distinct.

In order to settle (1) satisfactorily, it is necessary to ascertain
precisely what Mr. Bradley's view is, and what mine is, and this
is perhaps not a very easy task. When I first put forward in
print what I will venture still to call my view—the view namely
that the import of all propositions of the form S is P is Identity
of Denotation with Diversity of Intension—I was very anxious to
find myself in agreement with well-known writers on the subject,
and in my Elements of Logic (1890) and an article in MIND, 1893
(pp. 441-456), cited passages from (among others) De Morgan, Mill,
Mr. Bradley and Dr. Bosanquet, which seemed to me confirmatory
of my analysis though not absolutely one with it. In Elements of
Logic (footnote, p. 50) and MIKD, 1893 (p. 451), I quoted from Mr.
Bradley's Principles of Logic (pp. 28, 29) a passage very like that
which Dr. Bosanquet now oites in MIND (N.8., 89, p. 102), and
similarly passages from Dr. Bosanquet, and I was then under the
impression that Mr. Bradley and Dr. Bosanquet would probably
not object to the Identity-in-Diversity interpretation of Categori-
cala as formulated by me. The vi9w which I was supporting
seemed to me substantially in accord with certain pronouncements
of these authorities. But as I have since explained in Proceedings
of the Aristotelian Society, 1910-1911 (p. 166), though " I still feel
that there is much similarity between what I try to say and what
others have said . . . I now see that . . . the exact points of
difference . . . are all-important, and, as far as my knowledge
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and apprehension go, my analysis of S is P has fundamental dif-
ferences from every other perfectly general analysis that any pre-
vious writer on the subject had formulated ".

It does seem to me however that Prof. Frege's general Analy-
sis of Gategoricals (published 1892) as quoted—with approval
—by Mr. Eussell in his Principles.of Mathematics (1903) is the same
as mine. According to this, what a Categorical Affirmative Pro-
position—a Proposition of the form S is P—asserts is: Identity
of Denotation (or Application—Bedeutung) with difference of In-
tension) (or Connotation or Meaning—Sinn). Frege gives as an
illustration the statement that

The Morning Star is the Evening Star.

This account seems to be broadly similar to Mill's view that WHAT-
BVBB is denoted by (or has the Attributes connoted by) the Subject,
has the Attributes connoted by the Predicate (c/. Logic, Book I.,
Chap, v., § 4, 9th edition, and Examination of Hamilton, pp. 497,
493, 4th edition). Here it is WHATBVBB that secures sameness of
denotation. Frege's analysis is however wider than Mill's by as
muoh as Sinn is wider than Connotation, and it is this wider
sweep which makes it, as I think, an absolutely general analysis,
and universally applicable.

Perhaps my own view, as above indicated, of my attitude to
Mr. Bradley's Analysis of Categoricals, may be thought not wholly
divergent from Dr. Bosanquet's view of it, if allowance is made for
the somewhat more favourable light in which I regard my OWE
procedure.

I began (in 1890 and 1893) by quoting the strongest passage
I knew of in Mr. Bradley's Logic in support of the identity-in-
diversity analysis as I have understood it, and if what I then
tentatively claimed for that passage was justified, this would be
a most welcome confirmation of the view which I profess. But.
subsequently I could not feel sure that any one (until I became
aware of Frege) did accept precisely my analysis. And as far as.
I know, it is not supposed to have occurred to any one except my-
self to make use of S it P, so analysed, as a fundamental logical
principle.

I must, I am afraid, disclaim what Dr. Bosanquet thinks is
" precisely my account of the judgment"—vis. (in Mr. Bradley's
words): that " if you prefer to consider the identity of the subject
. . . [rather than a connexion of different attributes] you read the
judgment in extension ". I do not in the least prefer the " identity
of the subject" to "connexion of the differences "—in fact I hold
that identity of Subject and Predicate in denotation (extension),
cannot be asserted except AS identity in intentional diversity. Cor-
respondingly,, connexion of different attributes can come off, only
if they oo-exiat in some identity. Propositions of Science, cannot,
any more than those of History, dispense with an 'identity' in
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which the diverse attributes are at least conjoined. In fact it is
often conjunction that suggests connexion.

In S is P, as I believe, the identity and diversity of Subject and
Predicate are co-equal, and are both absolutely indispensable for
significant assertion—one without the other is as futile as one
blade by itself of a pair of scissors.

When (2) Dr. Boeanquet says (MIND, 1914, N.S., 89, p. 102)
that the question in dispute between him and myself as to the
analysis of S is P is one " of the very nature and meaning of
Science, whioh consists in affirming lawB of connexions of attri-
butes " he recurs to the crucial criticism contained in the Note in
the second edition of his Logic, where he complains that I deny
" absolutely and in principle that one intension can . . . involve
or imply another". This however as I have shown (MIND for
October, 1913) is emphatically not my position. What I do deny
(or at least doubt) is that in every proposition of form S is P a
connexion of intensions is asserted such that intension S involves
or implies intension P. (Of S is P or not P it can of course always
be said that the intension of the Subject necessarily involves that
of the Predicate.)

In the repeatedly quoted proposition :—

" My first penitent was a murderer "

oan it be said that the intension of the Subject implies the intension
of the Predicate in at all the same way in which, e.g., equality of
sides of a triangle implies equality of angles at the base ? Having
equal angles at tlie base FOLLOWS from having equal sides in all
cases. But being a murderer does not FOLLOW from being any one's
first penitent. Conjunction is no doubt affirmed in both cases, but
necessary connexion only in the one, as far as 1 can see. Thus
I hold that conjunction of intensions is indispensable in scientific
as well as in historical propositions, but that necessary connexion
or implication of intensions is explicit and seen to be inevitable
only in those which are generally called scientific Whether in-
tensions are conjoined, is a different question from why they are
conjoined, and also from how they are conjoined. Is it true that
" Un giudizio e sempre la formulazione d'una legge " ? Dr. Bos-
anquet says it is. I cannot see this. At any rate such formulation
must be different in the case of historical propositions from what
it is in the case of scientific propositions. But to admit this does
not mean that my analysis is concerned only with what Dr. Bos-
anquet calls " irrelevant conjunctions "—that is, I suppose, con-
junctions in which the intensions of S and P are not necessarily
connected—(see, e.g., pp. 530, 531 of my Note in MIND for De-
cember, 1913, in which I insist upon the prevalence and import-
ance of uniformities of coexistence of attributes). Nor does it
mean that I decline to regard systematic connexion whether in
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the universe as a whole, or in restricted regions of it, as a basis
(not a postulate) of all assertion.

Dr. Bosanquet ends his Note by saying that he has offered me
in his Logic an eirenicon which I refuse to accept What he thus
offers is an account which, he says, " restricts itself to irrelevant
conjunctions " of cjUegoricals. This would in his view apply (but
apply exclusively) to " such propositions as have for their subject
an individual, or collection of individuals ". The offer seems rather
ironical, as (1) what I am interested in is a perfectly general analy-
sis—an analysis of S is P, and (2) wha» Dr. Bosanquet would
allow me here, in a restricted region, is what I would not accept
anywhere. (I do not quite understand how far he would accept it
anywhere himself.)

Either an irrelevant conjunction of intensions in S is P means
first, merely that the intensions conjoined are not so connected
that the one is seen or known to imply the other, 'or it means
secondly, something different from this, something, I suppose, that
is held to be more objectionable. But I do not know what this
second meaning may be. In what other sense than the first is
any actual non-scientific conjunction irrelevant (e.g., in My first
penitent was a murderer)? Dr. Bosanquet must, I think, allow
that this and other historical propositions contain ' irrelevant con-
junctions ' in this sense. But (1) with such conjunctions thought
certainly has to deal. (2) My analysis is not restricted to cases of
this kind. (3) An analysis which requires necessary connexion of
intensions is restricted to ' scientific ' propositions.

The question is of a General Analysis of S is P propositions—an
analysis which is applicable to every proposition of that form (suoh
a general analysis cannot, of course, be exhaustive as regards par-
ticular speoies of Sis P propositions). Is such a general analysis
possible or not ? If not, how account for the use, and usefulness,
of the Sis P form? Have propositions of this form nothing in
common ?—If on the other hand the form S is P is admissible,
and for some purposes useful (compare a •• b), what other analysis
is offered which is of absolutely general application ?

Dr. Bosanquet seems to admit that some propositions (e.g., My
first penitent was a murderer) do not present us with a necessary
connexion of intensions in the same way as, e.g., An isosceles
triangle has the angles at the base equal. If so, an analysis whioh
is applicable to cases of such necessary and obvious connexion of
intensions as the latter, is in the present state of our knowledge
not applicable to all propositions.—But the identity-of-denotation-
in-diversity-of-intension analysis is I hold applicable to ALL S is P
propositions, and very emphatically applicable in the case of ' scien-
tific ' propositions since the connexion of intensions being unalter-
able, they not only do, but must, wherever they occur, be conjoined
in one and the same denotation. And in concrete scientific pro-
positions the primariness of the connexion of intensions is clearly
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brought out. In e.g. All isosceles triangles have the angles at the
base equal, it is evidently the connexion of intensions (which carries
denotational unity) that justifies the applicability to all denotations.
We can never have examined all the cases included in a universal
statement, but we can be quite certain that if equality of sides in-
volves equality of angles at base, then wherever there is equality of
sides, there there must be equality of angles at base; the two
equalities must co-inhere: unless they occur in one denotation,
they cannot occur as connected. On the o;her hand, when we
find a conjunction of attributes, but do not see or know that there
is any inseparable connexion between them, we may believe that
further knowledge or deeper insight would reveal inseparable con-
nexion—but we are, so far, not entitled to assert it.

I can only suppose that what remains as the difference between
Dr. Bosanquet and myself as to the analysis of S is P is this, that
he regards S is P as meaning in all cases (i.e. as involving, if we assert
8 is P) that the intension of S does actually imply the intension of
P—in other words, S is P always formulates the law that intension
S necessarily implies intension P—that in all propositions of form
S is P, we are asserting that: Intension S implies intension P.
This I cannot accept. And in suoh cases as : An isosceles triangle
has the angles at the base equal: where the intension S does imply
the intension P, the implication is in virtue not of the FORM S is P,
but of the content or known ' intensions' of Subject and Predicate.
Again, in any case in which S is P stands for a universal affirma-
tive—All R is Q—All crows are black—it is in virtue of the sign
of quantity all, that we regard the proposition as ' formulating a
law'. What law can we suppose to be formulated by: My first
penitent was a murderer, or This violet is white, or Janey has cut
her finger, or The coffee is too sweet ? No doubt we regai'd every
event as caused, but what we wish to assert when we make state-
ments is not always and exclusively laws of causation, proximate
or remote, nor even laws of any sort. And if Dr. Bosanquet holds
that in every Proposition of form S is P, what is asserted is con-
nexion, as distinguished from conjunction, of intensions, is it open
to him to insist (as I understand him to do) that the distinction
between Categoricals and Hypotheticals (= Conditionals) is of
great importance ? And would he say that in negation—in pro-
positions of form S is not P—it is only necessary connexion of in-
tensions, and not their mere conjunction, that is denied ?

I am grateful to Dr. Bosanquet for affording me this opportunity
of a further attempt to reach clearness of statement and a better
understanding—also for the measure of generous approval which
he gives to my suggestion that the form S is P should be adopted
(rather than A is A) as representing significant assertion.

E. E. C. JONKS.
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